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Abstract. Neural networks (NNs) have become one of the most important tools for artificial
intelligence (AI). Well-designed and trained NNs can perform inference (e.g., make decisions
or predictions) on unseen inputs with high accuracy. Using NNs often involves sensitive data:
depending on the specific use case, the input to the NN and/or the internals of the NN (e.g., the
weights and biases) may be sensitive. Thus, there is a need for techniques for performing NN
inference securely, ensuring that sensitive data remains secret.
In the past few years, several approaches have been proposed for secure neural network inference.
These approaches achieve better and better results in terms of efficiency, security, accuracy, and
applicability, thus making big progress towards practical secure neural network inference. The
proposed approaches make use of many different techniques, such as homomorphic encryption
and secure multi-party computation. The aim of this survey paper is to give an overview of
the main approaches proposed so far, their different properties, and the techniques used. In
addition, remaining challenges towards large-scale deployments are identified.
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1 Introduction

The field of machine learning (ML) has been subject to enormous uptake in the recent past. One
of the main drivers behind this success is the progress in deep neural networks (NNs), also known
as deep learning (DL) [99]. Deep NNs are now routinely used in a variety of applications, including
image recognition, natural language understanding, and drug discovery [168]. In these and many
other domains, deep NNs have outperformed other ML techniques in terms of accuracy and are often
competitive with the performance of humans [67].

Deep learning is fueled by data. In many cases, the involved data may be sensitive. For example, it
can be personal data, subject to privacy concerns and data protection laws [156]. Also non-personal
data can be sensitive, e.g., if it represents business secrets or other intellectual property. If the involved
data is sensitive, this puts constraints on how it can be used in DL. Thus, there is a need for approaches
that enable DL while ensuring that security and privacy requirements are met [21,168]. Developing
such approaches is challenging because of an intrinsic conflict: to achieve good accuracy, DL needs
full access to a large amount of precise data, whereas security and privacy concerns entail limiting
the access to data. Nevertheless, modern cryptographic methods offer possibilities to achieve a good
trade-off between the conflicting objectives of accuracy and security.

A NN is evaluated on an input to produce an output. Typically, both the input and the output
are vectors, i.e., lists of numbers. For example, in the widely used MNIST benchmark [100], the input
encodes a 28× 28 grayscale picture of a hand-written digit by listing the darkness of the picture’s
pixels, while the output is a vector of size 10 containing the likelihood that the picture shows the
digit 0, 1, . . . , 9. DL is often used for classification, i.e., to decide which of a predefined set of classes the
input belongs to. In the MNIST example, the picture needs to be classified as one of the 10 possible
digits. This is achieved by determining which of the 10 outputs is the highest.

ML typically consists of two phases: training and inference. In the training phase, a large amount
of training data is used to determine the best parameter values of a NN. In the inference phase, the
already trained NN is applied to a new input. While the operations performed in the two phases are
similar, the security and privacy requirements are very different in the two phases. In this paper, we
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Fig. 1: Typical setup of secure neural network inference. The client obtains f(x) through a protocol
that ensures that both x and f remain secret.

focus on the inference phase. Key requirements for inference include low latency (i.e., inference
should be fast) and high accuracy (i.e., the output should be correct as often as possible). In the
inference phase, security and privacy become a concern if the NN and the input are held by different
parties. This is the case in the context of “Machine Learning as a Service” (MLaaS) [145]. In this
scenario, a company offers inference with a pre-trained NN as a service to its clients. As Fig. 1 shows,
the client holds an input x, while the NN realizing function f resides on a remote server. The client
wants to obtain f(x), the output of the NN when applied to x. However, the client wants to keep
its sensitive input x private, i.e., x must not be uploaded to the server. Downloading the NN to the
client is also not an option because the NN represents the service provider’s intellectual property
that must not be shared with clients. The secure neural network inference (SNNI4) problem entails
calculating f(x) for the client while satisfying these security requirements.

Solving this problem is challenging. Nevertheless, in recent years, several approaches have been
proposed for SNNI. These approaches are often based on cryptographic techniques, such as homomor-
phic encryption and secure multi-party computation, although also other methods have been proposed,
such as hardware-based trusted execution environments. The proposed approaches achieve different
trade-offs in terms of efficiency, security, accuracy, and applicability. Significant progress has been
achieved in all of these dimensions, making SNNI increasingly practical. However, since many different
techniques are used and different trade-offs are achieved, the fast progress has made it difficult to get
an overview of this field.

The aim of this paper is to provide a guided tour of this fascinating research area. Previous relevant
surveys presented a high-level overview of larger areas, covering security and privacy aspects of different
types of ML models, different attack possibilities, and different phases of the ML pipeline [21,105,124,
168]. In contrast, we focus on the specific topic of secure neural network inference, which allows us to
provide much deeper insights into the properties and the internals of different SNNI approaches5.

We limit the scope of the paper to solution techniques that offer strong cryptographic security
guarantees and do not require special hardware. Thus, we exclude techniques based on model splitting,
where the client evaluates some layers of the NN and the server evaluates the other layers [122],
because these techniques do not provide security guarantees. Also, solution techniques based on trusted
execution environments [157] are out of scope as they require special hardware.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. § 2 presents basics in NNs and relevant security
techniques. § 3 reviews the characteristics of SNNI approaches, treating the approaches as black box,
focusing on what they assume and what they guarantee. In contrast, § 4 reviews the inner working
of SNNI approaches. § 5 reviews implementation issues and § 6 discusses how SNNI approaches are
evaluated. Finally, § 7 discusses our insights and proposes future research directions, and § 8 concludes
the paper.

2 Preliminaries

In the following, we summarize relevant background information on NNs as well as secure computation
techniques that are frequently used to build SNNI solutions. We assume that the reader is familiar
with at least the basic notions of cryptography and the related mathematical concepts. Readers
aiming at understanding the details of the relevant secure computation techniques will need advanced
cryptographic knowledge. We refer readers looking for more background information in cryptography
to relevant books such as [61,66,84].

4 Other names sometimes used in the literature for the same include privacy-preserving inference and oblivious
prediction.

5 We limit our survey to papers that were published or accepted for publication in peer-reviewed scientific
conferences or journals, and only in exceptional cases refer to preprints.
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Fig. 3: An example convolutional neural network (based on [144]).

2.1 Neural networks

A neural network (NN) is an algorithm that transforms an input vector of numerical data into an
output vector representing some insight about the input. The input vector can represent different
types of data [134]. For instance, words in a sentence can be represented by numbers such that words
with similar meanings are represented with similar values [119]. An image of N ×M pixels can be
used as an input vector of length N ·M for grey-scale images, or of length 3 ·N ·M for RGB-encoded
images. Input vectors can also represent records of data, where each number represents an attribute
of interest, for instance, different characteristics of a person.

The interpretation of the output vector depends on the task of the NN. For classification tasks,
usually each output number corresponds to one possible class and expresses how likely it is that the
input belongs to the given class. For example, if an NN is used to classify images of animals into the
classes cat, dog, and elephant, then the output is a vector of length 3, and the highest number in the
output vector determines the classification result.

Traditionally, NNs are composed of neurons. A neuron has a list of weights w1, . . . , wn ∈ R and a
bias b ∈ R. As illustrated in Fig. 2, the neuron gets as input a list of numbers x1, . . . , xn ∈ R. The
neuron first computes y = w1x1 + . . .+ wnxn + b, and then applies a non-linear function f : R → R
to compute the output z = f(y). In an alternative representation, y is seen simply as the dot product
of the weight vector and the input vector, with b being an element of the weight vector and the
constant 1 signal being the corresponding element in the input vector. Typical choices for the non-
linear function f include the tanh function, the sigmoid function σ(y) = 1/(1 + e−y), and the ReLU
function ReLU(y) = max(0, y).

A NN consists of a sequence of layers6. The first layer contains the inputs to the NN, and the
output of the last layer is the result of the NN. The layers in between, called hidden layers, are
traditionally seen as being composed of neurons. The outputs of the neurons of layer i are used as the
inputs to the neurons of layer i+ 1.

In recent years, it has become more common to look at the functionalities of layers instead of
the operation of individual neurons. A layer performs one type of computation on its input vector
to create its output vector, which is then used as the input vector of the next layer7. Many different
types of layers are used in modern NNs, such as the following.

– Fully-connected (FC) layer: Contains a matrix of weights. Computes the output vector by multi-
plying the input vector with the weight matrix.

– Convolutional (Conv) layer: Contains a set of weight matrices called feature maps that are smaller
than the input. Computes output numbers by sliding a window of the size of the feature map
over the input, and computing the dot product of the feature map with the part of the input in
the sliding window. Conv layers play an important role in convolutional neural networks (CNNs),
which are widely used in image processing tasks.

– Activation layer: Applies the same R → R activation function to each element of the input to
compute the elements of the output. Depending on the function, there can be ReLU activation
layers, tanh activation layers, etc.

– Pooling layer: Computes output numbers by sliding a window of size k over the input, and applying
an Rk → R pooling function. The most common pooling function is the max function, resulting in
a Max-Pool layer.

FC and Conv layers are called linear layers because their output is a linear function of their input. In
fact, Conv layers can also be represented by matrix multiplications, just as FC layers. Most of the
other layer types are non-linear.

6 We describe here feed-forward NNs, the most common type of NNs. There are also other types, such as
recurrent neural networks (RNNs) that represent variations of this general scheme.

7 A traditional layer of neurons performs the task of two consecutive layers in this more modern view. As a
consequence, different authors may count the number of layers differently.
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A NN is created by first determining its architecture. This entails the number of layers, their types,
and their order (cf. Fig. 3 for an example). In addition, the sizes of the layers are determined (note
that FC, Conv, and pooling layers may change the size of the processed vectors, thus creating some
degrees of freedom).

After the architecture is determined, the NN has to be trained. During training, the parameters
in the NN, in particular weights in FC layers and feature maps in Conv layers, are iteratively tuned
so that the outputs of the NN match the expectations as much as possible. This is performed by
applying the NN to inputs for which the expected output is known. The actual output of the NN is
compared with the expected output, and the differences are back-propagated to tune the parameters
by an appropriate algorithm. After the training is finished, the NN can be used for inference, i.e., be
applied to new inputs. The accuracy of a trained NN is the ratio of inputs for which the NN’s result
is correct. Accuracy is typically measured using a dedicated validation dataset.

2.2 Homomorphic encryption

Privacy concerns often result in slow adoption of new data-driven techniques such as processing sensitive
data as required in the MLaaS scenario. The privacy of sensitive information can be guaranteed if
this data is encrypted by the user before being uploaded to a cloud service. In that way, only the
legitimate user can access the data by decrypting it using their private decryption key. But encryption
limits the possibility to outsource computation on the externally stored information. In services such
as MLaaS, if the user provides their input in an encrypted form, it seems impossible for the service
provider to perform the required computations without first decrypting the input.

This seemingly impossible task can be solved with homomorphic encryption (HE), a privacy-
enhancing technology introduced in the late 1970s by Rivest, Adleman, and Dertouzos [146]: the
ability to compute meaningful operations on encrypted data. That is, if the input is encrypted using
an HE scheme, the service provider can perform operations on the encrypted data and send the result,
still in encrypted form, back to the user. The user can decrypt the output and obtain the correct
result (cf. Fig. 4). Throughout the computation, the service provider only has access to encrypted
data; thus, the secrecy of the user’s data is guaranteed.

It is not too difficult to create an encryption scheme that supports one type of homomorphic
operation (i.e., one type of operation, such as addition or multiplication, can be performed by
appropriate transformation of the encrypted data). For example, the RSA cryptosystem [147] allows
to perform multiplications on the encrypted data (multiplicative homomorphic encryption), while the
Paillier cryptosystem [123] allows homomorphic additions (additive homomorphic encryption). Such
encryption schemes are called partially homomorphic encryption (PHE).

It is much more difficult to devise an encryption scheme that supports both homomorphic addition
and homomorphic multiplication. Such schemes are called fully homomorphic encryption (FHE). It took
until 2009 until a concrete FHE scheme was found by Gentry [59]. Using addition and multiplication
as building blocks, arbitrarily complex computations can be realized using arithmetic circuits. Thus,
an FHE scheme allows a service provider to compute arbitrarily complex functions on encrypted data
without learning anything about the content of this data.

In today’s FHE schemes, the ciphertext typically contains a small random additive term called noise.
The noise is essential for the security of these cryptosystems, and it causes no problems as long as it
remains within given bounds. However, homomorphic operations lead to an increase of the noise (i.e., the
noise in the result of the operation is higher than the noise in the operands). If the noise in a ciphertext
exceeds a predefined threshold, the decryption of the ciphertext may lead to a wrong result. To cope
with this problem, FHE schemes must reset the noise in ciphertexts, before it becomes too large, using
an approach called bootstrapping. The main idea behind bootstrapping is to evaluate the decryption
circuit homomorphically. Using bootstrapping, an unlimited number of homomorphic operations can
be carried out, and the output can still be correctly decrypted. Unfortunately, bootstrapping has a
significant performance cost in practice. The research field of FHE is now in its fourth generation of
schemes and the overall performance is getting more practical (especially for use cases such as NN
inference).

If the arithmetic circuit to be applied to the encrypted data is fixed and known in advance, it is
possible to avoid the costly bootstrapping operations. This requires a careful analysis of the noise
growth caused by the arithmetic circuit, and setting the parameters of the HE scheme in such a way
that the output’s noise is guaranteed to remain within the allowed bounds. Note that this way, unlike
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with FHE, it is only possible to perform a limited number of homomorphic operations. This type of
approach is called leveled FHE or somewhat homomorphic encryption (SHE).

In FHE schemes, the mathematical objects one computes on are typically polynomials chosen
carefully such that they allow efficient arithmetic [133]. More details on HE schemes relevant for SNNI
can be found in § 4.1.2.

2.3 Oblivious transfer

Oblivious transfer (OT) is a cryptographic two-party protocol. It allows the receiving party to
obliviously select one of the sending party’s inputs [136]. The protocol’s privacy guarantees ensure that
the sender does not learn the choice of the receiver and the receiver does not learn the non-selected
inputs. More formally, in classic 1-out-of-2 OT, the sender has inputs x0, x1 and the receiver has a
choice bit b. After invoking the OT protocol, the receiver learns xb, but no information about x1−b,
and the sender learns nothing. More generally, in 1-out-of-n OT, the sender has inputs x0, x1, . . . , xn−1,
and the receiver has a number k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n− 1}. As a result of the protocol, the receiver learns xk,
but nothing about the sender’s other inputs, and the sender does not learn anything (cf. Fig. 5). As
will be discussed in the following sections, this functionality can be utilized in different ways as a
building block for interactive secure computation protocols, e.g., in the garbled circuit protocol (§ 2.4).

Several protocols were proposed to securely realize the described OT functionality [12,45,50,117,129].
Unfortunately, all known implementations incur non-negligible computation and communication cost,
which is problematic if a higher-level protocol uses a large number of OTs. This is not accidental:
it was shown in [79] that OT inherently requires some form of cryptographic hardness assumptions
and therefore has to utilize computationally expensive asymmetric cryptography. For example, the
protocol of [45] is based on the Diffie-Hellman key-exchange protocol, which in turn requires relatively
expensive modular exponentiations.

To benefit from significantly faster symmetric-key cryptography primitives (e.g., via hardware-
accelerated AES evaluations), OT extension protocols were constructed [5,80,86,90,150]. OT extension
allows performing a large number of OTs from a small constant number of base OTs, where only the
base OTs require asymmetric cryptography, and cheaper symmetric-key cryptography primitives suffice
for the further OTs. This way, if a large number of OTs is needed, their average (also called amortized)
complexity can be significantly reduced. For example, the amortized communication complexity of
passively secure 1-out-of-2 OT extension protocols on l bit inputs [5,80] is κ+2l bits per OT, where κ
is the symmetric security parameter.

There are also variants of the OT functionality that can be implemented with a reduced communi-
cation overhead and are sufficient for many applications. For example, in random OT, the inputs x0, x1

are randomly chosen by the protocol, which allows reducing the amortized communication complexity
to κ bits per OT [5,80]. It is also possible to pre-compute OTs [10] to ensure fast protocol execution
when the inputs are known.

A recent line of work proposed silent OT extension [23,47,164]. Silent OT introduces a computation-
communication performance trade-off, as it makes it possible to generate a larger number of OT
instances from small correlated seeds without further communication. For example, the communication
of the protocol of [23] for random OT extension is amortized to 0.1 bit per random OT for 107

instances.
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2.4 Multi-party computation and Garbled circuits

Multi-party computation (MPC) entails computing the value of a function f(x1, . . . , xn) by n parties.
The function is publicly known, but the inputs are secrets of the individual parties: x1 is a secret of
party P1, x2 is a secret of party P2, and so on. The aim is to compute the value of the function in
such a way that no party learns anything about the other parties’ inputs, beyond what the output
reveals. An important special case is when n = 2; this is called 2-party computation (2PC).

Garbled circuits (GCs) are a prominent approach for the 2PC problem, introduced by Andrew Yao
in the 1980s [165, 166]. The GC protocol assumes that the function to be computed is given as
a Boolean circuit consisting of only AND and XOR gates. A subset of the input bits form a secret of
one party, while the remaining input bits form a secret of the other party. In the context of GC, the
parties are called garbler and evaluator. On a high level (cf. Fig. 6), the idea is as follows:

1. The garbler creates an “encrypted”, also called garbled, version of the Boolean circuit, by encrypting
the values on the wires and the truth tables of the gates.

2. After the garbler transfers the garbled circuit description to the evaluator, the evaluator can
evaluate the garbled circuit on the encrypted inputs.

3. Once in the possession of the encrypted circuit and all encrypted inputs, the evaluator can evaluate
the circuit gate by gate to compute the output.

4. The end of the protocol depends on which party should learn the output: the garbler, the evaluator,
or both. Depending on this, the output computed by the evaluator may or may not be encrypted,
and there may be a final step in which the evaluator sends the (potentially encrypted) output to
the garbler.

An in-depth discussion of GCs can be found in [46,66]. The described protocol has a constant number
of communication rounds, which is independent of the computed functionality. However, the overall
computation and communication associated with the protocol can be quite large. Over the years,
many variations and optimizations have been introduced [11,91,92,95,118,131,148,167] that reduce
the number of ciphertexts that must be transferred and/or speed up the garbling and evaluation
processes. Most notably, the Free-XOR optimization [92] enables the evaluator to locally compute XOR
operations without the requirement for the garbler to create and transfer a garbled truth table. As a
consequence, the most relevant metric for optimizing circuits for GC evaluation is the number of AND
gates in a circuit, also known as the multiplicative size of the circuit. Together with the “half gates”
optimization [167], the communication cost for each AND gate is 2κ and the computation cost is
dominated by 4 AES evaluations on the garbler’s and 2 AES evaluations on the evaluator’s side.

Recently, a novel optimization reduced the communication overhead further to 1.5κ+ 5 bits [148]
at the cost of a higher number of AES evaluations per gate (with at most 6 and 3 AES evaluations on
the garbler’s and evaluator’s side, respectively). Another recent trend is extending the concept of GCs
to enable features like conditional branching [68], vector gates [69], and oblivious array operations [70].

2.5 Additive secret sharing

Secret sharing is an approach for distributing a secret value via two or more “shares” that separately
do not reveal any information about the secret. The secret value can only be reconstructed if all (or,
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depending on the specific scheme, a sufficient number of) shares are combined. With additive secret
sharing (A-SS), to share a secret number x among two parties, one selects random x0, x1 such
that x = x0 + x1 (typically, in a given ring). One party gets x0, the other gets x1. Neither of the
parties alone can find out anything about the value of x.

It is possible to perform arithmetic operations on secret-shared numbers, obtaining secret-shared
outputs. Linear arithmetic operations, such as adding two secret-shared numbers, increasing a secret-
shared number by a publicly known constant, or multiplying a secret-shared number by a publicly known
constant, can be performed by simple local computations of the parties, i.e., without communication
between them. For example, assume that x is secret-shared as above and c is a publicly known constant.
Multiplying x by c can be performed by having both parties multiply their share of x by c; the result
is a secret-sharing of c · x since c · x0 + c · x1 = c · (x0 + x1) = c · x.

Multiplying two secret-shared numbers is also possible, although significantly more complicated
and also requires communication between the parties. Multiplication can be eased with Beaver
multiplication triplets (MTs) [9]. MTs consist of values a, b, c such that c = a · b. If the parties
have access to shares of pre-computed MTs, then they can multiply secret-shared numbers with low
computation and communication complexity. It is important to note that a MT can be used only once,
otherwise it would lead to data leakage.

Since operations on secret-shared numbers produce secret-shared numbers, such operations can be
composed (i.e., executed one after the other) to yield more complex functions. This way, any function
given as an arithmetic circuit (i.e., a circuit composed of addition and multiplication gates) can be
evaluated on secret-shared numbers. Thus, A-SS combined with Beaver triplets leads to a solution for
the 2PC problem, assuming the function to compute is given as an arithmetic circuit:

– The secret inputs of the parties are secret-shared between them.

– The arithmetic circuit is evaluated, gate by gate, using secret-shared numbers.

– The output is reconstructed from the final shares.

It is important that reconstruction only happens at the end; in all previous steps, parties work
only with their own shares, so as not to reveal anything about the secret inputs.

An important special case of A-SS is Boolean secret sharing, where individual bits are shared
between the parties, and all operations are performed modulo 2. A secret bit x is shared as (x0, x1),
where x0 and x1 are bits such that x = x0 ⊕ x1, and ⊕ denotes XOR. On secret-shared bits, we can
again perform operations: addition becomes XOR and multiplication becomes AND. This approach
can be used for computing Boolean circuits over private inputs, which is known as the MPC protocol
of Goldreich, Micali, and Wigderson (GMW) [62]. An advantage of Boolean sharing is that AND
gates can be evaluated relatively efficiently by means of OT, without requiring Beaver triplets.

In the following, we summarize the flow of securely computing a function using additive or Boolean
secret sharing between two parties P0, P1 who have respective private inputs x and y. First, both
parties generate shares of their input: (x0, x1) and (y0, y1). Then, P0 sends x1 to P1 and P1 sends y0
to P0. Computing linear gates (XOR or addition gates) can be done without interaction between the
parties, similar to GCs with FreeXOR [92]. For this, the parties both locally apply the respective
operation on the shares they hold. For non-linear gates (AND or multiplication gates), interaction
between the parties is necessary. The parties use Beaver triplets or OTs for this purpose. Finally, after
all gates of the circuit are evaluated, the shares of the output wires can be reconstructed to obtain the
overall computation result.

Shares of Beaver triplets can be pre-computed, for example, using random OTs [5,48,87] or HE [35,
88,121,139]. Recent pre-computation techniques also include silent protocols with a communication
complexity that is sub-linear in the circuit size [24,25]. As a result of pre-computation, during the
online phase of the protocol, the communication per non-linear gate is 2l bits per party, where l is the
bitlength of the shares. With a recent function-dependent preprocessing technique, it is possible to
reduce this overhead to l bits [125].

Note that in contrast to GCs, this protocol requires one round of interaction per non-linear layer
of the circuit. Thus, it might not be well suited for high-latency network settings and circuits should
be optimized to have a low multiplicative depth.
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Table 1: Characteristics of selected SNNI approaches. A “0” in the “Client” column means that the
client does not take part in the protocol after providing the input. HbC: honest but curious.

Approach
Parties
(§ 3.1)

Attack
(§ 3.2)

Secret
(§ 3.2)

NN limitations
(§ 3.3)

Link to training
(§ 3.4)

Interactive
(§ 3.5)
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Chameleon [144] 1 1 1 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ Yes
COINN [77] 1 1 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ Pre- & postprocessing Yes
CrypTFlow [97] 0 3 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ Yes
CrypTFlow2 [138] 1 1 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ Yes
CryptoNets [60] 1 1 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ Polynomials, limited depth Postprocessing No
DeepSecure [149] 1 1 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ Pre- & postprocessing No
Delphi [113] 1 1 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ReLU modification Yes
Falcon [160] 0 3 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ Yes
Gazelle [83] 1 1 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ Yes
MiniONN [104] 1 1 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ Yes
SecureML [116] 0 2 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ Yes
SIMC [37] 1 1 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ Yes
SiRnn [137] 1 1 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ Yes
XONN [143] 1 1 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ Binary weights Pre- & postprocessing No

3 Characteristics of secure neural network inference approaches

Before going into how secure neural network inference (SNNI) approaches work (cf. § 4), this section
investigates what such approaches assume and what they guarantee. Tab. 1 gives an overview about
the most important characteristics of some selected approaches. Details are provided in the following
subsections.

3.1 Number and roles of participants

Most works on SNNI consider two participants (cf. Fig. 1). In the beginning, the client has the input
and the server has the neural network. By the end of the process, the client obtains the output of
the NN on the given input. Thus, SNNI is regarded as a two-party computation problem.

Beyond this standard model, which was adopted by the majority of existing works, some papers
used more than two participants or other types of participants. For example, SecureML [116] assumes
the participation of two servers (cf. Fig. 7a). Both servers are untrusted, but it is assumed that they
do not collude. In other words, an adversary may compromise one of the servers, but not both. For
example, the two servers could be run by two competing cloud providers. The client sends shares of its
input to the two servers, and the two servers engage in a protocol to compute the result, the shares of
which are then sent to the client.

Chameleon [144] assumes, beyond the client and the server, a third party (cf. Fig. 7b). This third
party does not take part in the actual inference on the client’s input. However, in a preceding phase,
the third party sends information to the other parties that helps them perform the SNNI process
efficiently, such as correlated randomness for OT or pre-computed Beaver triplets. Here again it is
crucial to assume that no collusion between the third party and one of the computing parties occurs.
For additional assurance, this third party may be implemented using trusted hardware tokens or
execution environments.

Falcon [160] takes the idea of SecureML further and uses three instead of two servers (cf. Fig. 7c).
The assumption is that the servers do not collude and at most one of them may be compromised.
The additional server helps improve both the efficiency and the security guarantees of the protocol.
On the other hand, the additional server also requires additional assumptions, making the practical
application of the scheme more challenging. Further works in the three-party setting include ABY3 [115],
ASTRA [39], BLAZE [126], SecureNN [159], and SWIFT [93].
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(a) Client and two servers
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Third party

(b) Client, server, and third party

Server 1 Server 2

Server 3Client

(c) Client and three servers

Fig. 7: Some possible setups of the participants. Thick arrows show the main flow of the protocol, thin
arrows show the flow of additional information.

Some works like FLASH [31], Trident [40], and Tetrad [94] take it even further by operating in
a 4-party setting. They claim that due to the efficiency gains on protocol level the total monetary cost
for operating four servers is lower than for three-party approaches like ABY3 [115].

3.2 Security properties

3.2.1 Adversary model Most works on SNNI adopt the honest-but-curious (abbreviated as HbC,
and also called semi-honest or passive) adversary model. This means that participants follow the
protocol, but try to find out more information than what they are entitled to find out. In contrast,
the malicious adversary model means that participants can deviate arbitrarily from the protocol to
gain some advantage (e.g., to learn some secret or to deceive other participants). Obviously, protecting
against malicious adversaries is more difficult than protecting against honest-but-curious adversaries.
The HbC adversary model is generally used in research on secure multi-party computation (MPC) [72],
and is dominant also in SNNI research. The security of SNNI approaches against HbC adversaries
often follows from known results about the security of MPC protocols in this adversary model. Less
work has been done in the malicious security model:

– The Aramis component of CrypTFlow provides a generic method for transforming an MPC protocol
that is secure against HbC adversaries into one that is secure against malicious adversaries [97].
Aramis relies on special hardware with integrity guarantees (in particular, Intel SGX technology).
The idea of the transformation is to furnish each protocol message with a signature, so that
adherence to the protocol can be verified. This transformation introduces non-negligible overhead:
experimental results show that the time needed for performing an inference is roughly 3× as high
with Aramis than without the transformation.

– ABY3 provides protocols for SNNI in a 3-party setting, in both the HbC and the malicious
adversary model [115]. The protocols for the malicious adversary model have higher complexity,
but they were not implemented, so their practical performance was not evaluated.

– Falcon devises and also implements specific protocols for security against malicious adversaries [160].
Falcon uses three servers and assumes an honest majority, which allows it to discover malicious
activities and abort the protocol in such a case. The experimental evaluation reveals that the
protocols providing security against malicious adversaries are significantly less efficient than the
ones that only provide security against HbC adversaries.

– Works like FLASH [31], SWIFT [93], Trident [40] and Tetrad [94] provide malicious security with
at most one corruption, and additionally achieve notions of fairness or robustness. Here, fairness
means that all or none of the parties obtain the output of the computation, whereas robustness,
or guaranteed output delivery (GOD), ensures that honest parties always receive the correct
computation result.

Most approaches either assume the HbC model for both client and server, or the stronger malicious
model for both client and server. MUSE introduces a hybrid model, assuming an HbC server and a
malicious client [102]. The rationale behind this model is that clients are more numerous, less regulated,
and not so well protected as service providers, so that the chance of a malicious adversary acting as
client or compromising a client is high. MUSE provides protocols that are faster than approaches
protecting against both malicious clients and servers, although not as efficient as the approaches that
only protect against HbC adversaries.
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Table 2: NN layer types supported by selected SNNI approaches. FC: fully-connected; BN: batch
normalization.
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CrypTFlow2 [138] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
CryptoNets [60] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Falcon [160] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Gazelle [83] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
SiRnn [137] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
XONN [143] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

3.2.2 Secrecy goals Independently of the adversary model, SNNI approaches also differ in what
information they keep secret. Depending on the application scenario, the secrecy of different types of
information is important. Typical secrecy goals are:

– The input to the inference remains the client’s secret.
– The result of the inference is only learned by the client.
– The parameters of the neural network (such as weights and biases in fully-connected layers) remain

the server’s secret.
– The architecture of the neural network (including the number, types, and sizes of layers) remains

the server’s secret.

Practically all proposed SNNI approaches aim for the first three points, i.e., the secrecy of the
client’s input, of the inference result, and of the NN’s parameters. The fourth point is addressed only
by some approaches. In particular, interactive approaches (cf. § 3.5) assume that the architecture of
the NN is known to all parties, thus disregarding the fourth of the above points.

3.2.3 Black-box attacks If the secrecy goals of § 3.2.2 are satisfied, the client does not learn
anything about the NN beyond what the result of the inference reveals. The result of the inference
may leak some information about the NN though. Using a sufficient number of inference queries, the
client may be able to infer secret information [102,143]. For example, the client can try to find out
the parameters of the model (model extraction attack), determine prototypical samples with given
labels (model inversion attack), or find out if a given input appeared in the training set (membership
inference attack). This is an intrinsic property of the MLaaS model, independently of the specific
techniques used to make the inference process secure. Potential solutions could include limiting the
number of queries that a client can make or limiting the information that a client gets from an
inference [143]. Most of the work on SNNI does not address this topic.

3.3 Supported neural networks

A generic technique that would support secure computation on all types of NNs in an efficient and
effective way is not known. Therefore, most work on SNNI focuses on developing specific techniques
that work well for a useful set of neural network types. Either the supported types of layers or the
supported ranges of weights are limited.

3.3.1 Supported types of layers. Each type of NN layer requires specific types of computations,
so each SNNI approach supports some types of layers (cf. Tab. 2). E.g., many approaches target
convolutional NNs. For this purpose, an approach should ideally support the following types of layers:
fully-connected, convolutional, activation functions like ReLU or sigmoid, max-pooling, and softmax
or argmax. There are approaches that support all these layer types. For example, CrypTFlow2 supports
fully-connected layers, convolutional layers, ReLU, max-pooling, and argmax [138]. Other approaches
only support a subset of these layer types and potentially some approximations of the layer types not
supported directly. For example, some approaches support the square function as activation function
instead of ReLU or sigmoid, and summing instead of max-pooling [60].
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Fig. 8: Possibilities for the integration with training.

Some approaches also support other layer types. For example, Falcon supports batch normaliza-
tion [160], while SiRnn supports reciprocal of square root, which is used in some RNNs [137].

3.3.2 Supported ranges of weights. There are also approaches that constrain the types of numbers
that can be worked on in the NN. For example, some approaches are limited to discretized NNs, where
weights are integers while inputs and outputs of neurons can only be from {1,−1} [22], or binary NNs,
where both the weights and activation values can only take the values {1,−1} [143]. These limitations
can be exploited for efficiently implementing the involved arithmetic operations, but may threaten the
accuracy of the NN.

3.4 Connection to training

There is a large variance in how SNNI approaches relate to training. On the one extreme, there are
approaches that cover secure training and secure inference in the same framework (cf. Fig. 8a), such as
Falcon [160]. On the other extreme, several approaches are completely independent from the training
process, starting from a pre-trained model and not modifying it (cf. Fig. 8b), such as in the case
of CryptFlow [97].

Several authors suggested to take a pre-trained model and transform it to make it more appropriate
for SNNI (cf. Fig. 8c). For example, CryptoNets simplifies the trained NN by combining subsequent
linear layers into a single layer and removing monotonic activation functions like softmax in the
output layer [60]. FHE-DiNN discretizes weights and exchanges activation functions in the trained NN
to make it compatible with the proposed inference process [22]. DeepSecure uses a combination of
transforming the input data space, pruning connections in the NN with weights of low absolute value,
and fine-tuning the training of the NN to improve the efficiency of the subsequent secure inference
process [149].

Some approaches require more significant changes to the training process (cf. Fig. 8d). Delphi
replaces some ReLU layers with square functions and uses special training techniques (gradient and
activation clipping, gradual activation exchange) to efficiently train such NNs [113]. In XONN, the
neurons in each layer are replicated to compensate the decrease in accuracy stemming from limiting
the weights to {1,−1} [143]. This is followed by the normal training process. Afterwards, neurons
are successively pruned with a greedy procedure, as long as accuracy stays above a given limit, to
increase efficiency.

While such optimizations can contribute to an increase in efficiency, they might hamper the
applicability in existing machine learning pipelines.

3.5 Interactivity

Most existing SNNI approaches use one of two fundamentally different communication patterns:

– In interactive approaches, client and server communicate with each other anew after evaluating
every layer of the neural network.

– In non-interactive approaches, communication between client and server only happens at the
beginning and at the end of the protocol.

The round complexity, i.e., the number of communication rounds between client and server, is O(n)
for interactive and O(1) for non-interactive approaches, where n is the number of layers.

These two classes of approaches have significantly different properties. On the one hand, interactive
approaches are more flexible, since they can use different protocols for different types of layers. By using
the most appropriate protocol for each layer, interactive approaches can achieve superior efficiency [83].

On the other hand, interactive approaches have two drawbacks: First, they leak information about
the structure of the NN (number and types of layers) from the server to the client, in contrast to
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non-interactive approaches where the structure of the NN can be kept secret (cf. the last property
in § 3.2.2). Second, interactive approaches require the client’s active involvement throughout the
process, which may be problematic for example for mobile devices. Overall, whether an interactive or
a non-interactive approach is better depends on the specific application context.

3.6 Offline preprocessing

In a number of approaches, some parts of the protocol are independent of the specific input of the
client. This makes it possible to split the protocol into two phases: an offline preprocessing phase that
is independent of the client input, and the online phase that depends on the specific input. Approaches
that use such a split include SecureML [116], MiniONN [104], Chameleon [144], Delphi [113], and
Falcon [160]. Typical activities for the offline phase include the generation of Beaver multiplication
triplets or other sets of correlated numbers for masking secrets (cf. § 2.5).

Moving some parts of the protocol to an offline phase is beneficial in some situations. Such a
situation could be if there is a long-standing relation among the parties, with inference requests arising
only occasionally. The times in which no active inference is taking place can be used to perform
offline preprocessing. The results of this preprocessing can then be used to speed up the execution
of upcoming inference requests. In such situations, reducing the duration of the online phase is the
primary goal.

In other situations, the split between offline and online phases is less useful. If new clients arrive
to the system frequently together with their inference requests, then there is no idle time available for
preprocessing. In such situations, the total duration of the computation should be minimized.

4 Solution approaches

After investigating the assumptions and characteristics of different SNNI approaches in § 3, we now
look at how these approaches actually work. In § 4.1, § 4.2, and § 4.3, we describe how homomorphic
encryption, garbled circuits, and additive secret sharing can be used to realize SNNI, respectively.
In § 4.4, we describe approaches that combine different cryptographic primitives. In each of § 4.1–§ 4.4,
we first describe the basic idea of using the given technique for SNNI, then the progress made so far,
and future perspectives. § 4.5 presents a high-level comparison of approaches, while § 4.6 discusses
aspects that are relevant for different types of solution approaches.

4.1 Homomorphic encryption

4.1.1 Basic idea. Implementing SNNI by means of HE is a natural idea since HE allows one to
perform computation over encrypted data (see § 2.2). The client encrypts the input using an HE
scheme and sends the resulting ciphertext to the server. The server performs inference on the encrypted
input and sends the result in encrypted form back to the client, which decrypts the result. Since
the NN is a black box for the client, and the server only sees the input data in encrypted form, this
approach satisfies all security properties listed in § 3.2.2.

Using HE for SNNI was already suggested in the earliest work on the topic [8, 120]. However,
turning this idea into a practical method has proved quite challenging. In the following, we discuss
some important aspects.

4.1.2 Progress so far. Handling linear layers. Evaluating linear layers (like fully-connected
or convolutional layers) of a NN requires multiplying matrices with vectors, which in turn requires
multiplications and additions of numbers. Since these operations are supported by FHE (or leveled FHE)
schemes, securely evaluating linear layers with HE is simple. It is interesting to note that, since the
operations are carried out by the server, only the input vector must be encrypted, and the weight
matrix can be used as plaintext. Thus, one operand of the multiplication is encrypted, the other can
be in the plain, which may enable a faster homomorphic multiplication.
Handling non-linear functions. Computing non-linear activation and pooling functions such
as ReLU, sigmoid, or max is challenging for homomorphic encryption schemes, since these functions
cannot be computed by using additions and multiplications. One approach is to use a polynomial
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approximation of such functions, since polynomials can be evaluated by HE schemes that support both
addition and multiplication. However, a close approximation typically requires a high-degree polynomial,
and homomorphically evaluating high-degree polynomials is often expensive. Being “expensive” can
mean different things in practice, depending on the HE scheme: an increase in computation time,
a large increase of noise, or an increased message space size. Another approach is to use lookup
tables to achieve a low-precision approximation of a more complex function (such as the activation
function) [49]. We return to the issues of polynomial approximation in § 4.6.6.

The problem can be (partially) circumvented by simplifying the activation function. E.g., Cryp-
toNets uses the square function as activation function and summing for pooling [60]. This approach was
reported to deliver good results in a neural network with 5 layers (from which 2 layers used the square
function). However, the authors remarked that the square function can lead to problems in training,
especially for deeper neural networks, because its derivative is unbounded. The square function is also
used by the LoLa SNNI approach [29]. A different solution is proposed in FHE-DiNN [22]. Here, the
sign function is used as non-linear activation function. The authors develop a method to compute the
sign of an encrypted number and perform bootstrapping at the same time.

The problem is circumvented entirely in [19] where Ivakhnenko’s group method of data handling [81]
is used (these inductive algorithms are also known as polynomial neural networks). This approach
does not require any activation functions.

Since homomorphically evaluating non-linear layers is difficult, some authors suggested to use HE
only for the linear layers of the network, and use some other MPC technique for the non-linear
layers [83]. We come back to such hybrid usage of privacy-preserving techniques in § 4.4.
Homomorphic encryption schemes and frameworks. There are a number of different HE
approaches and schemes. A survey on (fully) homomorphic encryption schemes can be found in [1],
and [111] surveys the engineering aspects of FHE. Also partially homomorphic schemes, which
can do either additions or multiplications on encrypted data, have been considered in the setting
of NNs [8, 120], but they can only be used in a very limited way. Since the first concrete FHE
scheme was found by Gentry [59], multiple newer generations of FHE schemes appeared, offering
improved possibilities also for SNNI. Examples of the second generation of FHE schemes are BGV [27],
BFV [26,57], and yashe [20]. These have a slower noise growth and are more efficient compared to
the first generation. The third generation improved the bootstrapping [28, 43, 55] while the fourth
and latest generation of schemes such as CKKS [42] work especially well with applications that use
floating-point arithmetic.

In the encryption scheme used by CryptoNets [60] (and also in some other HE schemes), ciphertexts
are high-degree polynomials, in which each coefficient can carry some information. This makes it
possible to pack the encryption of multiple plaintext messages into a single ciphertext. Performing
an operation on the ciphertext translates to performing an operation on multiple plaintext messages.
This way, Single-Instruction-Multiple-Data (SIMD) processing is possible, which has the potential to
amortize overhead over a large number of concurrently handled inputs. Although the latency (i.e.,
the time for performing one secure inference) of CryptoNets is quite high, up to 4096 inputs can be
processed simultaneously, potentially leading to a high throughput. However, SIMD processing is only
possible if a sufficient number of inputs have to be processed at the same time.

The Low Latency Privacy Preserving Inference (LoLa) framework [29] is based on the second
generation FHE scheme BFV. Here, every plaintext message can be regarded as a vector of a given
dimension n. Supported homomorphic operations are the coordinate-wise addition and multiplication
of two vectors, and the rotation of a vector. LoLa defines several different ways of representing a
set of numbers in one or more vectors. The different representations have different advantages and
disadvantages, making them more or less appropriate for different aims within the SNNI process. For
example, one of the representations is specifically developed to support convolutions. In addition,
matrices can be composed of vectors in a column-major or row-major way. Depending on this and
the used representation of numbers in vectors, there are several different ways of using matrix-vector
multiplications, which may also have the side-effect of changing between different vector representations.
With the appropriate use of the different vector and matrix representations in different steps of the
process, LoLa achieves significant improvements over CryptoNets. In addition, while CryptoNets
applies batching to a set of inputs, LoLa can batch items belonging to the same input to benefit
from SIMD processing.

The Shift-accumulation-based LHE-enabled deep neural network (SHE) [106] framework is based
on a different scheme: the Torus FHE scheme (TFHE) [43]. Under the hood, ciphertexts are expressed
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over the torus modulo one, which results in fast binary operations over encrypted bits. This makes it
possible to implement the ReLU activation and max pooling by Boolean operations.

4.1.3 Future perspectives. Despite the impressive progress in HE, SNNI based on HE alone
remains challenging. The first problem is the already mentioned intrinsic incompatibility between HE
and non-linear layers. Although some workarounds have been proposed, their applicability is limited.
Finding a widely applicable solution to this problem will likely require fundamental innovation either
in NNs (HE-friendly non-linear layers) or in HE (homomorphic evaluation of typical non-linear layers
of NNs). The second problem relates to the overhead and cumbersome usage of state-of-the-art HE
schemes. Bootstrapping is costly; thus, it is often better to use leveled FHE instead of proper FHE to
avoid bootstrapping. State-of-the-art leveled FHE techniques have several parameters that have to be
set on a case by case basis, with significant impact on computation and communication complexity.
Finding the most appropriate HE technique and the most appropriate parameter configuration for
that technique is a challenging task on its own [140].

4.2 Garbled circuits

4.2.1 Basic idea. If the bitlength of the involved numbers is fixed, all operations in an NN can
be realized by Boolean circuits. Thus, the whole NN can be encoded as a single, potentially huge,
Boolean circuit. Yao’s garbled circuit (GC) protocol can be used to evaluate this Boolean circuit in a
secure way (cf. § 2.4). The client’s input to the protocol is the inference input, while the server’s input
is the set of weights and other parameters. For this to work, the structure of the NN must be known
to both parties. Thus, the last secrecy goal from § 3.2.2 is not met, but Yao’s protocol ensures that
the parties do not learn each other’s inputs. This leads to a general solution of the SNNI problem, but
can be prohibitively inefficient.

4.2.2 Progress so far. DeepSecure was the first practical SNNI approach based mainly on GCs [149].
It makes use of the “Free-XOR” optimization [92], a known technique to reduce the overhead of
the GC protocol by making the cost of XOR gates negligible. DeepSecure uses an industrial hardware
synthesis tool to synthesize Boolean circuits for typical building blocks of NNs with a minimum
number of non-XOR gates. Since the synthesis tool optimizes for chip area, the desired optimization
goal is achieved by setting the area of XOR gates to 0 and the area of non-XOR gates to 1. In addition,
DeepSecure uses preprocessing techniques (cf. § 3.4), which are independent of the GC protocol.

A different approach is followed by XONN [143]. The main idea is to use binary NNs, i.e., restricting
the numbers in the NN (weights, biases, activation values) to {1,−1}. This restriction considerably
simplifies the Boolean circuits that encode the operations in the NN. In particular, multiplications can
be replaced by XNOR operations, which can be efficiently evaluated using the already mentioned Free-
XOR optimization. In contrast to DeepSecure, the Boolean circuits used in XONN for typical operations
of binary NNs are manually crafted. The first layer of the NN requires special attention because the
inputs of the network are not assumed to be binary; thus, the first layer is the only one that needs to
operate with non-binary numbers. XONN implements two distinct approaches for handling the first
layer. The first approach is a dedicated Boolean circuit, which can be evaluated as part of the GC
protocol together with the other layers. The second approach uses other techniques, namely secret
sharing and oblivious transfers; the GC then only starts with the second layer.

The natural way of using GCs for SNNI entails that the client is the garbler and the server is the
evaluator. GCs can also be used as part of mixed-protocol approaches to evaluate certain parts of
an NN. In this case, it may be useful to reverse the roles. For example, Delphi uses GCs for evaluating
non-linear layers, using the server as garbler and the client as evaluator [113].

4.2.3 Future perspectives. Although GCs have the potential to support the secure evaluation
of complete NNs, they do not seem to be competitive with other techniques (such as HE and A-SS)
on linear layers. Unless some significant innovation changes this, GCs will likely remain limited
to being a sub-protocol used for evaluating (some types of) non-linear layers in mixed-protocol
approaches (cf. § 4.4).
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4.3 Additive secret sharing

4.3.1 Basic idea. The techniques described so far (HE and GCs) allow a non-interactive evaluation
of the NN on the server side (cf. § 3.5). In contrast, the approaches based on additive secret sharing (A-
SS) that have been proposed so far are interactive: each layer of the NN is evaluated using a separate
interaction among the parties. The parties may be the client and the server, but their role may be
symmetric after the initial secret-sharing step, and also more than two parties are possible (cf. § 3.1).

Approaches based on A-SS typically maintain the following invariant. At the beginning of evaluating
the ith layer, the parties hold additive shares of all involved numbers, including the input but also
the weights or other parameters of the layer. At the end of evaluating the ith layer, the parties hold
additive shares of the output of the layer, which will be used as input to the next layer. At the
beginning of the inference process, to reach a state in which the invariant holds, secret shares of the
inputs are created and distributed among the parties. At the end of the inference process, the shares
of the output are sent to the client, which combines them to retrieve the output.

Evaluating linear layers requires addition and multiplication of secret-shared numbers. As described
in § 2.5, adding secret-shared numbers is easy, whereas multiplying them can be done if a Beaver
multiplication triplet is available. Generating Beaver triplets efficiently is a non-trivial task, and is
discussed further below.

For evaluating non-linear layers efficiently, no general recipe is known. Rather, a large variance of
different techniques has been proposed, as discussed below.

4.3.2 Progress so far. Generating Beaver triplets. Beaver triplets do not depend on the input
data, and can thus be generated in an offline preprocessing phase (cf. § 3.6). If there are only two
parties, then the generation of Beaver triplets is non-trivial, since it has to be ensured that each party
only learns its own shares of the triplet elements. This requires a cryptographic protocol. There are
two well-known protocols for this purpose: one of them uses homomorphic encryption, the other uses
oblivious transfers. For example, MiniONN uses the protocol based on HE [104]. SecureML offers both
protocols as alternatives because in some cases one is more efficient, in other cases the other [116].
If there is a third party that does not collude with the first two parties, this makes the generation
of Beaver triplets much easier. In this case, the third party can generate the Beaver triplets locally,
and then send the appropriate shares to the first two parties, without the need for a cryptographic
protocol. It should be noted that for this purpose, the third party does not need to participate in
the online phase, thus it does not need to get access to the actual inference input or the NN model.
This approach is used, for example, by Chameleon [144]. It should also be noted that the three-party
setup offers also a different kind of additive secret sharing (called 2-out-of-3 secret sharing), with
which multiplications can be performed without precomputed Beaver triplets, as is done for example
in Falcon [160].

Evaluating non-linear layers. Several different methods have been suggested to evaluate specific
types of non-linear layers in the framework of A-SS. One possibility is to use a polynomial approximation
of the given non-linear function, and use standard addition and multiplication protocols for secret-
shared numbers to evaluate the polynomial. In particular, the square function was investigated
in SecureML [116] and in Delphi [113].

Another option is to apply a general cryptographic protocol like garbled circuits (GCs). For example,
the ReLU activation function can be realized with a simple Boolean circuit, which can be evaluated
using Yao’s GC protocol, as was suggested in SecureML [116]. MiniONN also uses GCs for ReLU,
max-pooling, and a piecewise linear approximation of sigmoid [104]. Note that these methods, in
contrast to the approaches of § 4.2, use GCs only for one specific function and not for the whole NN.
The main approach is still A-SS. Hence, the used circuits first reconstruct the input values from their
shares, perform the non-linear function, and then return shares of the output.

Instead of GCs, oblivious transfer (OT) can also be used. For example, the protocols of CrypTFlow2
for ReLU, max-pooling, and argmax rely on new, OT-based protocols for basic operations like
comparison and logical AND [138]. Compared to the methods using GCs mentioned above that follow
a similar scheme, the methods based on OTs require more creative, proprietary ideas.

Using even more proprietary ideas, the techniques of CrypTFlow2 are further improved and
extended in SiRnn [137]. In particular, SiRnn uses lookup tables and iterative approximation to
compute the exponential function and the inverse function. Using these, the sigmoid activation function
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can be computed in the framework of A-SS. Also Falcon uses an iterative approximation to implement
division; for implementing max-pooling, it uses binary search [160].

4.3.3 Future perspectives. Similarly to HE, also A-SS is well-suited for linear layers, but ill-suited
for non-linear layers. On the other hand, A-SS offers a good framework for composing different
protocols for different types of layers. Thus, we see a trend of A-SS being more and more used as
an overall framework, in which different protocols can be plugged in to evaluate different types of
layers (cf. § 4.4). The combination of A-SS with OT seems especially promising. Future research
should focus on devising more general solution techniques for efficiently evaluating non-linear layers
on secret-shared inputs, potentially also involving searching for different secret-sharing mechanisms
and/or for different non-linear functions to be used in NNs.

4.4 Mixed-protocol approaches

4.4.1 Basic idea. The available techniques that can be used to implement SNNI – HE, GCs, A-SS
– all have some disadvantages that limit their appropriateness for certain types of layers. Since these
disadvantages relate to different types of layers, it makes sense to combine multiple techniques into a
joint approach that uses for each layer of the NN the most appropriate technique. This recipe has led
to highly efficient approaches for SNNI. On the other hand, such approaches are necessarily interactive,
which also leads to some drawbacks (cf. § 3.5).

4.4.2 Progress so far. The general scheme for evaluating an NN with L layers is as follows:

1. Initialization to prepare the input to the evaluation sub-protocol of the first layer8.

2. For each layer i = 1, . . . , L− 1:

(a) Evaluate layer i.

(b) Prepare the input to the evaluation of layer i+ 1 from the outputs of layer i.

3. Evaluate layer L.

4. Create the final protocol output.

In many cases, A-SS is used as a framework. This means that the evaluation of each layer starts
with the inputs to the evaluation of the layer being secret-shared by the parties, and ends with the
output of the layer secret-shared between them. At the beginning of the whole protocol, the shares of
the inputs to the evaluation of the first layer are created. At the end of the protocol, the server sends
its share of the output to the client, so that the client can reconstruct the output.

Different incarnations of this general recipe have been proposed, depending on which technique
is used for which type of layer. For example, SecureML and MiniONN use A-SS for linear layers
and GCs for non-linear layers [104, 116]. Chameleon uses A-SS for linear layers, the Goldreich, Micali,
and Wigderson (GMW) protocol for ReLU activations, and GCs for argmax [144]. Gazelle uses HE for
linear layers and GCs for non-linear layers [83]. CrypTFlow2 uses either HE or OTs for linear layers,
and A-SS with proprietary sub-protocols for non-linear layers [138]. Delphi uses A-SS for linear layers
and for square activations, and GCs for ReLU activations [113].

It should be noted that all these combinations are within the online phase. Independently of this,
the offline phase may use further protocols (cf. § 3.6 and § 4.3.2).

4.4.3 Future perspectives. Current research focuses on devising more and more efficient combina-
tions of techniques in mixed-protocol approaches, which is a tedious process, mostly based on intuition.
In the future, we expect to see research towards more systematic approaches. On the one hand,
standardized interfaces are needed, so that different protocols can be easily plugged together. On the
other hand, automation could be exploited to find the best set of protocols for a given configuration.

8 The input to the “evaluation sub-protocol” of a layer may include – besides the data fed into the layer as
input – also the weights or other parameters of the given layer.
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Table 3: Comparison of solution approaches surveyed in § 4.1–§ 4.4. Batching for mixed-protocol
approaches is only supported for HE-based layers.

Solution Comp. complexity Comm. complexity Operations Batching Const. rounds

HE (§ 4.1) ADD, MUL ✓ ✓

GC (§ 4.2) AND, XOR ✗ ✓

A-SS (§ 4.3) AND, XOR / ADD, MUL ✗ ✗

Mixed (§ 4.4) AND, XOR, ADD, MUL (✓) ✗

.
most significant bit 

(MSB) = sign bit

least significant 

bit (LSB)

scale

bitwidth

Fig. 9: Encoding a real number on a finite number of bits.

4.5 Qualitative comparison

Tab. 3 gives a high-level qualitative comparison of the approaches surveyed in § 4.1–§ 4.4. The table
gives an indication of the typical characteristics of these approaches, in terms of computing and
communication complexity, supported operations, possibilities for batch processing of multiple inputs,
and whether the protocol finishes in a constant number of communication rounds. It should be noted
that there is considerable variability within each family of techniques, so that deviations from this
table are possible. More details on comparing different approaches is given in § 6.

4.6 Other aspects

Here, we review some further aspects that are important for different types of SNNI approaches.

4.6.1 Use of oblivious transfer. In contrast to HE, GCs, and A-SS, oblivious transfer (OT) is
typically not used as the main method of the proposed approaches. However, OTs are used as an
important building block in many approaches and in several different roles:

– Yao’s GC protocol makes use of OT in the secure transfer of the encryption of the evaluator’s
input (cf. § 2.4). Thus, all approaches that use GCs implicitly also use OT.

– OT offers a possible way for generating Beaver multiplication triplets (cf. § 2.5 and § 4.3.2). Thus,
some of the approaches using A-SS, such as SecureML [116], also use OT for the generation of
Beaver triplets.

– OTs are used in varied ways in proprietary sub-protocols for evaluating non-linear layers on
secret-shared numbers. For example, the sub-protocols of CrypTFlow2 for ReLU, max-pooling,
and argmax are all based on (different types of) OT [138].

4.6.2 Encoding numbers. In theory, the inputs and outputs, as well as the weights and other
parameters of an NN may be any real numbers. In a computer implementation though, all these numbers
are represented using a finite number of bits. Choosing a number representation involves several
decisions: type of representation (floating-point, fix-point, integer), signed/unsigned, bitwidth (i.e.,
total number of bits, see also Fig. 9), scale (also called precision, the number of bits for the fractional
part). These decisions may have significant impact, resulting in different trade-offs between efficiency
and the achievable accuracy. In particular, reducing bitwidth may significantly improve efficiency,
depending on the used techniques [36]. E.g., if GCs are used, the size of the circuit may decrease if
the bitwidth is reduced, thus leading to less computation and less communication. On the other hand,
a reduced bitwidth may limit the achievable accuracy.

Computers often have native support for operations on numbers of given bitwidth. Exploiting such
a hardware-supported bitwidth may make the practical implementation simpler and more efficient.
For example, Delphi and Falcon use a fixed bitwidth of 32 [113,160], while SecureML and SecureNN
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use a fixed bitwidth of 64 [116,159]. On the other hand, the bitwidth does not have to be uniform
throughout the NN. For example, SiRnn introduces protocols for securely increasing or decreasing the
bitwidth, making it possible to dynamically adapt the bitwidth [137]. Operations may change the
bitwidth. For example, adding two n-bit numbers leads to an n+ 1-bit number, while multiplying
them leads to 2n bits. If the bitwidth is to be kept constant, a truncation (i.e., division by a power
of 2) is necessary after operations like addition or multiplication [116, 160]. Truncation can be seen as
an additional non-linear function to compute.

For the precision of the fractional part, different solutions have been proposed. Some approaches
use fixed-point representation with a uniform scale. E.g., Delphi uses 15 bits and Falcon uses 16 bits
to represent the fractional part [113, 160]. Other approaches determine the precision dynamically. For
example, CrypTFlow2 determines both the bitwidth and the scale by means of autotuning [138]. Some
approaches, such as MiniONN, work with integers, represented on a fixed number of bits [104]. In this
case, care is needed to ensure that there is no overflow.

For encoding signed numbers, typically two’s complement is used. This has important implications.
For example, evaluating ReLU entails determining whether a number is positive. In two’s complement
representation, this boils down to determining the most significant bit of the number (which is a
non-trivial task if the number is secret-shared or encrypted).

In the case of HE, several encryption schemes are based on polynomials. Plaintext numbers are
encoded as coefficients of polynomials. To make the best use of the message space, some approaches
like CryptoNets pack multiple numbers into a single coefficient, or vice versa, use multiple coefficients
to represent one number [60]. These transformations are made possible by the Chinese remainder
theorem. An efficient encoding method for fixed-point numbers tailored for homomorphic function
evaluation is given in [18].

4.6.3 Parallelization. In today’s computers, more and more parallel computing units are available,
including multicore CPUs and GPUs [109]. NN inference offers good opportunities for exploiting
parallel processing units, as the computations within one layer typically do not depend on each other
and can thus be performed in parallel. However, the use of cryptographic protocols may make it more
challenging to exploit parallelism.

Some authors engineer their approaches specifically to enhance parallelism. For example, Huang
et al. define their operations for vectors and matrices instead of individual numbers, to benefit from
efficient vectorization [75]. As mentioned in § 4.1.2, some HE schemes support SIMD processing,
making it possible to perform the same operation on a batch of different inputs [60] or even batching
numbers belonging to the same input [22,29,83].

The offline phase (cf. § 3.6) may also offer several opportunities for parallelization. For example,
SecureML vectorizes Beaver triple generation, i.e., generates Beaver triplets for masking the multipli-
cation of vectors instead of separate numbers, leading to increased efficiency [116]. A similar approach
is used also by MiniONN [104].

4.6.4 Correlated randomness. To mask the transfer of secrets, several approaches make use
of correlated random numbers, i.e., a set of random numbers owned by different parties such that
the numbers fulfill some relation. Beaver triplets are an example of correlated random numbers. As
another example, Falcon uses random shares of 0, i.e., random numbers owned by different parties
that add up to 0 [160].

Securely generating such correlated random numbers is a non-trivial task. We have already discussed
this for Beaver triplets (cf. § 4.3.2), but the problem is more general. Typical solutions either require
some cryptographic protocol, such as HE or OT, or an additional party that generates the correlated
random numbers and then distributes them to the parties that need them.

The process of generating correlated random numbers can be streamlined by using pseudo-random
generators (PRG) and pseudo-random function families (PRF). In Chameleon, where this idea was
used probably for the first time in the context of SNNI, a semi-honest third party sends appropriate
random seeds to the two parties, who can then generate correlated (pseudo-)random numbers by
using a local PRG, without further communication [144]. In a 3-party setup, Falcon uses pairwise
shared random keys (one for each pair of parties) to generate different types of correlated random
numbers [160].
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4.6.5 Neural Architecture Search (NAS). As discussed in § 3.4, some approaches to SNNI also
make modifications to the architecture of the NN. Indeed, an architecture that performs well when
used in the plain may not be optimal for SNNI.

Finding the best NN architecture is a tedious process, involving trying many architectures, training
them and assessing the achieved accuracy. This process can be automated by a neural architecture
search (NAS) algorithm. This idea can also be leveraged in connection with SNNI.

Delphi uses NAS for a specific purpose [113]: It replaces some ReLU activations in the NN with
the square function, aiming at finding a good trade-off between accuracy and inference efficiency.
Which ReLUs to replace is determined by the NAS algorithm.

NASS goes a step further and puts NAS into the focus of their approach [13]. While searching for
the best neural architecture for secure inference, NASS takes into account the overhead incurred by
different cryptographic primitives. As part of the search process, NASS also automatically tunes the
parameters of HE used for linear layers of the NN, which would be tedious to do manually. A similar
approach is followed also by HEMET [107].

4.6.6 Polynomial approximation. Both HE and A-SS are more appropriate for evaluating
polynomial functions than non-polynomial functions. In the case of HE, this is because most HE
schemes only support the homomorphic evaluation of addition and multiplication. In the case of A-SS,
addition is easy, only involving local computations, and multiplication is possible using Beaver triplets,
but other operations require different, sophisticated protocols.

For both HE and A-SS, a possible solution is to replace non-polynomial functions with polynomial
approximations. In both cases, this leads to the problem that high-degree polynomials are costly,
because multiplications are costly. As a result, using the square function has been proposed by multiple
authors. However, with low-degree polynomials, a good approximation is hardly possible, especially in
a large domain. In addition, the derivative of polynomials of degree at least 2 is non-bounded, which
can cause problems in the training of networks with such activation functions [113].

One possible way of resolving this is by using piecewise polynomial approximation, such as
in MiniONN [104] and in the approach of Huang et al. [75]. By splitting the domain of possible input
numbers into several smaller intervals, better approximation can be achieved in each interval by a
different function, even with linear functions.

Delphi proposed further ideas [113]: First, they only replace a subset of ReLUs with square
functions. Second, they apply gradient and activation clipping during training to avoid unbounded
gradients. Third, they use a smooth transition from ReLU to the square function during training.

4.6.7 Accelerating convolutions. Convolutions can be represented as matrix multiplications,
making it possible to handle convolutional layers the same way as fully-connected layers. This is
convenient from a theoretical point of view, but may lead to an inefficient implementation. In particular,
if Beaver triplets are used to implement matrix multiplication in the framework of A-SS, this leads to
a waste of Beaver triplets because the same matrix elements are masked by multiple Beaver triplets.
A more careful implementation of convolutions leads to a significant reduction of the number of
required Beaver triplets, as is done in the Porthos component of CrypTFlow [97].

Another optimization is proposed in CrypTFlow2 [138]. Here, convolutions are implemented
with HE. Through a smart use of SIMD, ciphertexts of the same offset in the convolution can be
grouped and added, resulting in a decrease of the number of necessary rotation operations.

4.6.8 Security analysis. The security of solutions based on MPC (in terms of input privacy) in
most cases relies on the security of their building blocks and their composability. In particular, the
security of OT and GC protocols is commonly established via simulation-based security proofs [103].
Here, for the semi-honest case, it is argued that the distribution of a party’s view during real protocol
executions is computationally indistinguishable from the distribution of artificial transcripts produced
by a simulator who has only access to the party’s input and output for the computation. If this
indistinguishability is proven, an adversary cannot learn any further information from the protocol
execution where incoming protocol messages can be observed. In most SNNI solutions, the composition
of the building blocks appears to be intuitively secure; however, most papers do not provide a rigorous
proof, e.g., in the universal composability (UC) framework [33].
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A-SS protocols are information-theoretically secure, meaning they do not rely on any computational
hardness assumption and hence will not be outdated by potentially upcoming quantum computers or
advances in cryptanalysis. While A-SS protocols in this aspect are superior to the aforementioned
other MPC protocols, it is important to note that this does not hold for the OT- or HE-based
pre-computation to generate multiplication triplets. Hence, in practice, the information-theoretic
security property is currently not an argument to favor A-SS protocols, except that it is easier to
exchange the pre-computation component if attacks arise.

Only few solutions design custom MPC protocols for particular components and thus are required
to provide additional security proofs (e.g., [39, 94]).

Many of the fully homomorphic encryption schemes are based on a variant of the ring-LWE problem.
Work in this area began with Ajtai’s seminal paper [3] (cf. the survey [127] for a comprehensive list of
relevant references). Regev’s work introduced the “learning with errors” (LWE) problem [141], which
relates to solving a “noisy” linear system modulo a known integer. A specialized version of this is often
used in practice: the ring-LWE problem [108,128]. This additional algebraic structure offers significant
storage and efficiency improvements. Concretely, ring-LWE relies on the (worst-case) hardness of
problems in ideal lattices. Ideal lattices correspond to ideals in certain algebraic structures, such as
polynomial rings. Due to the usage of this hard problem in post-quantum cryptographic schemes,
where the announced winners which will be standardized [4] are based on the same problems and
techniques as used in FHE, this has received a high level of scrutiny in the last years.

4.7 Compilers and Hardware Acceleration

For developers without expertise in cryptography, it can be challenging to utilize the solutions
discussed so far. Therefore, researchers have developed compilers that either integrate with existing
machine learning frameworks or automate the translation from high-level code to secure computation
frameworks. Examples of the first category are COINN [77] and Rosetta [41]. With Rosetta, by
importing a Python package and defining private inputs, regular TensorFlow code is securely evaluated
in SecureNN [159]. ngraph-HE [17] and ngraph-HE2 [16] extend Intel’s graph compiler ngraph with
an HE backend that automatically takes care of HE-specific optimizations such as packing. MP2ML [15]
supports both HE and MPC with automatic conversions. CHET [51] translates a domain-specific
language (DSL) into optimized encrypted circuits for different HE schemes with optimal parameters.
Also EzPC [38] proposes a DSL, which is automatically compiled for ABY [53] or EMP [161] using a
heuristic to split between arithmetic and garbled circuits. Cerebro [169] compiles a DSL to MPC, also
considering the deployment environment for planning an optimal execution of ML workloads. There
exist compilers that translate high-level query languages [132], hardware description languages [52,154],
or programming languages [30,71] for evaluation by secure computation frameworks, some of which
have also been applied to ML tasks [30,143].

CrypTen [89] is one of the few frameworks that also support GPU acceleration – which is standard
for regular ML tasks but not yet in SNNI. It provides an API that closely resembles that of PyTorch
while mapping the operations to hardware-accelerated arithmetic and binary versions of the GMW
protocol (cf. § 2.5). CryptGPU [155] is another GPU-accelerated framework that builds on CrypTen
but implements a different MPC protocol with a different secret-sharing scheme.

5 Implementation of SNNI approaches

In this section, we review how proposed SNNI solutions have been implemented and assess their
usability. We summarize our findings in Tab. 4.

Most of the available implementations are research prototypes rather than production-ready
software. They were created as a proof-of-concept and to run performance tests. Due to the limited
budget of academic institutes for including software engineers in their research teams and lacking
incentives to deliver high-quality code in addition to a publication, such prototype implementations
usually have not undergone professional quality assurance processes. Several implementations are
available as open-source code, but they should not be applied on real confidential data. However, they
may be useful as an inspiration for companies considering re-implementing a solution for production.
There are a few (start-up) companies (e.g., Ciphermode, Duality, Enveil, and Opaque) that offer SNNI
services, however, their (back-end) code is mostly not available for our review.
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Table 4: Implementation aspects of selected MPC- and HE-based SNNI solutions; DSL denotes a
custom domain specific language, OS the availability of an open-source implementation, MLI whether
the solution is integrated into an ML framework, and SC the utilized secure computation techniques.

Solution Language Secure Computation Libraries OS MLI SC Technique
Front-End Back-End OT GC A-SS HE

ABY2.0 [125] C++ ENCRYPTO Utils [56] ✓ ✓ ✓
ABY3 [115] C++ libOTe [130] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Chameleon [144] C/C++ ABY [53] ✓ ✓ ✓
Cheetah [76] C++ EMP [161], SEAL [112] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
COINN [77] Python C++ EMP [161] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
CrypTFlow2 [138] Python C++ EMP [161], SEAL [112] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
CryptoNets [60], LoLa [29] C# SEAL [112] ✓ ✓
Delphi [113] Python C++, Rust fancy-garbling [58], SEAL [112] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
EzPC [38] DSL C++ ABY [53], EMP [161] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Gazelle [83] C++ JustGarble [11], libOTe [130], OpenFHE [6] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
MiniONN [104] C++ ABY [53], SEAL [112] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
MP2ML [15] Python C++ ABY [53], SEAL [112] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Muse [102] C++, Rust JustGarble [11], MP-SPDZ [85], SEAL [112] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
ngraph-HE / HE2 [16,17] Python C++ SEAL [112] ✓ ✓ ✓
SecureML [116] C++ EMP [161] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
SIMC [37] C++ EMP [161], SEAL [112] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
XONN [143] Python, DSL C++ libOTe [130] ✓ ✓ ✓

5.1 Used technology

For the sake of efficient execution, secure computation protocols are commonly implemented as C/C++
code rather than in interpreted languages. This also applies to many SNNI solutions that build upon
such secure computation techniques. There are a few exceptions that use Python due to the language’s
popularity for data analytics and integration with Python-based ML frameworks (which we discuss in
the following section). While some solutions are purely implemented in Python (e.g., [170]), it is more
common to use Python only for the integration or front-end part and rely on a C/C++ implementation
for the cryptographic back-end (e.g., [15–17,97,113,135,138,152]). Several SNNI solutions build on
established OT, MPC, or HE libraries such as the libOTe OT library [130], the mixed MPC-protocol
framework ABY [52], or the SEAL FHE library [112].

GPU acceleration is standard in ML training and inference; however, there are few successful
attempts of GPU-accelerated secure computation [163]. Thus, few solutions support (partial) GPU
acceleration for SNNI [113]. AES native instructions (AES-NI) are another type of hardware acceleration
that is critical for MPC-based solutions. This is because garbled circuit and OT-based protocols make
heavy use of this block cipher [11]. Support for AES-NI is provided by most Intel and AMD CPUs, as
well as recent ARM chips as part of their cryptography extensions (CE).

5.2 Ease of use

We now discuss how easily existing SNNI implementations can be adapted to custom use cases and
are usable for people without a background in cryptography. In terms of adaption, we see a wide range
of approaches. In some implementations, the evaluation of specific NN architectures is hard-coded [76],
while others have a more flexible domain-specific language [38], and some directly integrate with
well-known ML frameworks such as TensorFlow or PyTorch (e.g., [15–17, 97, 138, 143]). The latter
category provides a cryptography back-end for a privacy-preserving execution, which allows to run
existing code in a secure manner, ideally without modifications. Integration with ML frameworks
certainly helps non-experts in using such solutions.

Another issue is the limited time that research groups maintain their code, which makes it hard to
build and execute their solutions due to outdated dependencies, e.g., in terms of specific versions of
system libraries that are only shipped with outdated operating systems. To counter this issue, the
project of Hastings et al. [65] provides pre-built MPC frameworks as Docker containers. Unfortunately,
such an initiative is, to our knowledge, not yet available for many SNNI solutions.
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6 Evaluation of solution approaches

This section discusses how SNNI approaches are experimentally evaluated in the literature. We describe
the typical NNs and datasets used in the evaluation (§ 6.1), the technical setup of experiments (§ 6.2),
the used metrics (§ 6.3), and discuss how different approaches are compared (§ 6.4). Finally, we discuss
evaluation results for the surveyed SNNI solution approaches (§ 6.5).

6.1 Machine learning problems, NNs, and datasets

Most works on SNNI are implemented and evaluated in the context of image classification problems.
Mostly standard convolutional neural networks (CNNs) were used to evaluate solutions [60,160]. CNNs
are particularly well studied [2, 14], and many are available online, including pre-trained models that
spare users a lengthy training process. Some of the benchmark CNNs used across studies are quite
small, such as LeNet, AlexNet (composed of 7 and 8 layers, respectively). Larger CNNs used in newer
studies are VGG16, VGG19, ResNet50, DenseNet121, and SqueezeNet [14].

Most of these CNNs are trained to perform two simple image classification tasks, using two
customary datasets: MNIST [54] and CIFAR-10 [96]. Both datasets are composed of small low-
resolution images falling into ten categories (28x28 handwritten digits for MNIST and 32x32 animals
and vehicles for CIFAR-10).

Some studies [16, 144, 160] also evaluate their solutions using CNNs that were developed by
other work in SNNI, like DeepSecure [149], MiniONN [104], SecureNN [159], GAZELLE [83], or Se-
cureML [116], all using the MNIST or CIFAR-10 classification task.

Other types of NNs are less commonly used in this field. Some works focused on recurrent neural
networks (RNNs), a type of NN that is able to evaluate input data based on previous inputs and thus
is particularly suited for sequential data. The DeepSecure paper [149] proposed both CNNs and RNNs
as novel benchmarks, with RNNs developed to classify audio and sensor data. [104] additionally
developed a long-short-term-memory (LSTM)-RNN trained on the Penn Treebank dataset [158] to
predict likely next words given previous words. [153] and [7] performed classification of 6 datasets of
time series (e.g., EEG measurements and motion sensors). [74] addressed RNNs with gated recurrent
units, a sub-type of RNNs with greater internal memory, but did not provide experimental results to
evaluate their design.

Graph neural networks, able to classify data composed of nodes and information on their relations,
have also been studied in the context of SNNI. [142] and [82] addressed classification of nodes from
two widespread citation network datasets, CORA (to classify 2708 publications into 7 classes) [32]
and CITESEER [34] (to classify 3312 scientific publications into 6 classes).

Recently, Transformers, capable of complex natural language processing (such as translating
sentences or providing complex answers to questions), have also been considered for SNNI. Transformers
typically have significantly higher parameter counts (often by several orders of magnitude) than
standard CNNs, have variable-length input and output, and can handle multi-modal inputs. [64]
evaluate a novel HE-based protocol for SNNI applied to 4 well-known Transformers based on the BERT
architecture [114] with 4 standard natural language processing tasks. [162] analyzed the impact of several
compression techniques on SNNI runtime for models that have Transformer-like characteristics (e.g.,
embedding tables, multi-headed attention matrix multiplication).

6.2 Technical setup

Many authors performed experiments with laptops and on-premise servers, usually using machines
with Intel Core i7 or Xeon E5 processors with around 3.5GHz [44,76,78,143,144,149]. In such setups,
typically, the computations of the client are run on a laptop and those of the server are run on a
local server. In the experiments of [104], for example, both the server and the client run on an Intel
Core i5 CPU with 4 cores, with the server having more RAM (16GB versus 8GB) and slightly higher
clock frequency (3.3GHz versus 3.2GHz) than the client. Several of those experimental setups do not
specify network characteristics like bandwidth and network latency.

Other authors used cloud-based virtual machines, often hosted in Amazon’s AWS cloud. For
example, SecureML was evaluated on two Amazon EC2 c4.8xlarge machines with up to 36 vCPUs
and 60GB of RAM each [116]. Cloud-based experiments are often done in two settings: WAN, using
machines in different regions, and LAN, using machines in the same region. In the WAN setting, the
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bandwidth is around 9 to 70MB/s with a ping time of around 60ms, while the LAN setting offers a
bandwidth up to 1GB/s and a ping time of less than 1ms [113,159,160].

6.3 Evaluation metrics

The biggest concern in SNNI has been the overhead incurred by the used cryptographic techniques.
Accordingly, metrics relating to efficiency play a major role in the evaluation of such approaches. The
time needed to perform one inference (called execution time or latency) is often used as an evaluation
metric. For approaches that use offline preprocessing (cf. § 3.6), there have been variations whether
only the time of the online phase is used or the total time (offline plus online).

Besides execution time, the amount of communication, i.e., the total number of bytes transferred
between parties, is often considered. The amount of communication is important because some
cryptographic techniques may lead to several GBs of communication even for relatively small NN
architectures and very small inputs (e.g., images of size 28× 28 pixels for MNIST).

For approaches using batching (e.g., CryptoNets, cf. § 4.1.2), the overhead (in terms of both time
and communication) may be amortized over multiple inputs, and average execution time and average
communication may be used as evaluation metrics. Also the throughput, i.e., the number of inferences
per time unit, is a meaningful metric for capturing the effects of batching.

Accuracy is typically not directly influenced by the applied security techniques. However, approaches
that constrain or modify the NN (cf. § 3.3 and § 3.4) may have an effect on accuracy. Thus, accuracy
is an important evaluation metric for such approaches.

Few papers attempt to evaluate security / privacy empirically. For example, Hou et al. use various
methods for demonstrating that the client does not learn any useful information about the NN [73].
Osia et al. investigate to what extent the server may extract information about some sensitive attributes
of the input from the information it gets from the client [122].

6.4 Comparison

Showing that a new approach improves the state of the art typically includes comparing it empirically
against previous approaches. Such a comparison is complicated by multiple factors.

First, the comparison should take into account all the dimensions discussed in § 3. For example,
if approach A is faster than approach B, but approach A is less secure than B, then it cannot be
clearly stated which approach is better. Second, some of the dimensions discussed in § 3, such as
security properties, are notoriously hard to measure or to quantify. Third, even deciding which of two
approaches is faster may be difficult because the answer may depend on several factors (e.g., the size
of the NN or the types of layers in the NN). If only a small number of experiments is carried out,
there is a considerable risk that the resulting answer may not generalize to other situations.

Unfortunately, in many papers, evaluation is limited to efficiency and accuracy metrics, and
experiments are performed on a small number of NNs and in just one or two technical setups.
Comparison with previous work is often based on values published in previous papers, without running
the different approaches in the same environment and comparing them directly.

6.5 Selected results

As outlined in the previous subsections, making direct comparisons between the different SNNI
solution approaches surveyed in § 4 is a difficult endeavour, and it even warrants future work (cf. § 7.4).
Nevertheless, we want to give an impression of the performance that state-of-the-art approaches
can achieve. Here, we focus on representative works for each category and approximate the order of
magnitude in terms of run-time and communication.

For homomorphic encryption there is slow but steady progress. The work introducing the Low
Latency Privacy Preserving Inference (LoLa) framework [29] presents performance figures for MNIST
using a 6-layer network (using the square function as an approximation for non-linear activation layers).
Aiming for 99% accuracy, LoLa can compute inference in 2 seconds while previous approaches such
as CryptoNets [60] require 30 seconds on the same hardware. Computing inference for a single CIFAR-
10 sample takes over 12min using a 10-layer NN with 74% accuracy [29]. Recent work [101] also
applies the fourth generation FHE scheme CKKS [42] to CIFAR-10. It is shown that using a relatively
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large machine with more than a hundred cores, one can reach 92.4% accuracy – however, inference
takes almost three hours.

There are not many works purely based on GCs (cf. § 4.2). The most recent work in that category,
XONN [143], requires roughly 5 s and 1.5GB communication to classify one sample from the CIFAR-10
data set with 80% accuracy using a pruned 13-layer network. For small 3-layer networks that only
contain fully-connected but no convolution layers (yet are useful in some healthcare use cases), it is
possible to classify samples in the order of 100ms with less than 0.5MB of communication.

For A-SS, performance is improving rapidly. One of the first protocols proposed was SecureML [116]
in 2017. With a 3-layer CNN for MNIST it achieved more than 98% accuracy, and inference time of
about 5 s. In comparison, the 2022 2-party protocol AriaNN [151] was evaluated using a similar 3-
layer CNN, also achieving more than 98% accuracy but in less than 1 s in a similar setting. In terms
of 3-party A-SS protocols, Banners [78] in 2021 had an inference time of 6 s for a single CIFAR-10
image and required 1.5GB communication to achieve 78% accuracy with the same 13-layer NN used
in [143].

In the category of mixed-protocol approaches (cf. § 4.4), Cheetah [76] is one of the most recent 2-
party approaches. Cheetah was evaluated on larger NNs than most previous works. Inference on
the ResNet50 benchmark, a CNN with over 23 million trainable parameters, took about 80 s in LAN
settings and 135 s in WAN settings and incurred about 2.3GB of communication.

7 Discussion and insights

The field of SNNI made huge progress in recent years. Nevertheless, we identified several limitations
of the state of the art, which we categorized by theme in previous sections. Here, we discuss future
research areas to address these limitations using the same structure as in § 3–§ 6. We note that
many limitations do not have an order of priority for future research; rather, we recommend that
researchers consider each of these limitations, when applicable in their work, to jointly improve both
methodologies and resulting solutions, thereby ultimately improving SNNI as a whole.

7.1 Characteristics of SNNI approaches (cf. § 3)

Security vs. efficiency trade-off. A key problem in SNNI is how to achieve high efficiency and a
high level of security simultaneously. The first solution approaches were inefficient. Much work since
then aimed at making SNNI more efficient, for example, by introducing mixed-protocol approaches or
adding a third party. However, these changes may lead to a decrease in security by leaking information
about the NN architecture, or by necessitating assumptions of non-collusion among parties. In addition,
approaches that guarantee security against malicious adversaries only started to appear recently, and
typically incur higher overhead. An interesting future research direction is to realize a two-party
approach that protects against malicious adversaries and guarantees all secrecy goals of § 3.2.2 with
minimal overhead.
Impact of the application context. Much research has been done to find the “best” SNNI approach.
However, what the best approach is may depend on the specific context in which the approach is
applied. For example, in one application, keeping the architecture of the NN secret may be essential,
while it may be irrelevant in other applications. In one application, only the time needed for the online
phase matters, while for another application, the differentiation between offline and online phase may
not help. Understanding the impact of the practical security requirements of the application on the
solution space and the interplay of such properties is an interesting area to gain better understanding.
SNNI in IoT and edge computing. A particular application context in which SNNI could play
an important role is the Internet of Things (IoT) and the related edge computing paradigm [98,110].
A challenge of this application context is that the clients are resource-constrained. This limits the
applicability of interactive approaches that put a significant burden on the client. New approaches that
can offload the computationally intensive part of the protocol to the sever or provide the client with
more computational resources (such as dedicated hardware solutions) are interesting new directions.
Secure-inference-friendly NN architecture and training. Some papers have shown examples for
improving efficiency by considering not only the inference phase, but also the choice of NN architecture
and the training (cf. § 3.3 and § 3.4). E.g., different activation functions may require different protocols
for secure inference, leading to faster or slower inference. Choices of the NN architecture, the allowed
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ranges for parameter values, the way the network is trained and possibly post-processed, may have
significant impact on the performance of the inference phase. Considering the whole process from
architecture selection until inference as an integrated optimization problem may lead to improved
results, for example by selecting NN architectures that support more efficient secure inference. A
systematic investigation of such possibilities is needed, especially using the recommendations for
experimental frameworks that we put forward in § 7.4.
Defense against black-box attacks. As pointed out in § 3.2, most proposed SNNI approaches do
not protect against black-box attacks, such as model extraction. Some potential measures to protect
against such attacks, like limiting the number of queries a client can make, are orthogonal to the
operation of SNNI. The secure inference process itself may be hardened against such specialized
attacks [143]. Directions to protect against black-box attacks are interesting new research.
Post-quantum cryptography. Some protocols often used in SNNI, like A-SS or HE based on
lattices (such as ring-LWE), have the intrinsic property to protect against adversaries with access to
quantum computers. However, typical SNNI approaches also use other cryptographic building blocks
that are not secure against quantum attacks. Developing fully quantum-secure SNNI approaches is an
area for future research.

7.2 Solution approaches (cf. § 4)

New building blocks. Many of the solution frameworks surveyed in § 4 are based on cryptographic
techniques from the era of 2016-2019. As mentioned in § 2, there are exciting new developments in
secure computation building blocks, for example, “silent” OT and MPC protocols that introduce a
new communication-computation trade-off. Only some recent developments make use of such building
blocks [76]. We suggest revisiting the solutions proposed beforehand to evaluate whether upgrading
their building blocks could improve their performance. Such upgrades might change what protocols
are most appropriate for given types of NN layers, so that the selection and assignment of building
blocks to layer types might also have to be revisited.
Modular solutions. Most solutions proposed for SNNI so far operate with a single or a small
set of secure computation approaches. Few offer exchanging some building blocks (e.g., generating
multiplication triplets via either OT or HE [116]) or address two different levels of security [94]. This
limits the flexibility and versatility of these solution approaches, by making them appropriate for only
a specific situation. In the future, more modular solutions could be developed that allow to scale the
number of computing parties, support different adversary models and secrecy goals, work for a wide
range of model architectures etc. This would enable users to stay flexible instead of being required to
adopt a different solution when requirements change.
Scalability of solutions. Through the progress of recent years, current state-of-the-art SNNI
approaches can cope with NNs with tens of millions of parameters, such as ResNet50. However,
recent language models reach sizes with billions of parameters. This is way beyond the possibilities
of current SNNI solutions in terms of memory, computation, and communication demand. In this
respect, SNNI is lagging behind AI developments by several years. Hence, it needs more effort to
find ways to scale SNNI techniques, for example by distributing the overhead of secure computation
techniques among multiple nodes to be able to handle the workload with commodity hardware.
Integration with other ML techniques. In existing work, SNNI is often regarded as a stand-alone
process. This limits the possibilities to benefit from improvements in the general field of machine
learning. For example, neural architecture search (NAS) or model compression are techniques that are
often used in the ML community to improve NN inference. Applying these techniques in connection
with SNNI in the most appropriate way requires further research [36]. In particular, knowledge
distillation, an approach to drastically reduce the number of layers and parameters in a NN, is gaining
widespread traction in the field of AI research [63], but has not yet been investigated in the context
of SNNI.

7.3 Implementation (cf. § 5)

ML framework integration and unified API. As observed in § 5, many of the approaches
proposed so far are difficult to use, especially for users who are not cryptography experts. The highest
level of usability is provided by those approaches that offer a cryptography back-end for popular ML
frameworks such as TensorFlow or PyTorch. This allows running existing ML code almost without
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modifications in a secure manner. In order for more solutions to move into this direction, a unified
cryptography API would be helpful. If such an API is accepted as a de-facto standard, future SNNI
solutions would have stronger incentives to also ensure conformance to the same API, allowing easy
integration with other technologies conforming to this API. This would also contribute to improving
the comparability between solutions, as a ML task could then be easily evaluated on different back-ends,
making them directly comparable. However, designing such an API is challenging. On the one hand,
the burden put on the user to use the API (e.g., annotations to mark private inputs) should be
minimal. On the other hand, an over-simplified or not sufficiently flexible API could limit the potential
for optimizations in the design of solution approaches.
GPU support. As described in § 5.1, although regular ML training and inference are often accelerated
using GPUs, SNNI approaches rarely make use of these accelerators and run almost exclusively on CPUs.
Several SNNI approaches could also benefit from using GPUs. For example, evaluating linear layers
using A-SS involves simple arithmetic operations over large matrices, which could be well parallelized
using GPUs. However, finding the best way to utilize GPUs in SNNI– also taking into account the
evaluation of non-linear layers, which may be less GPU-friendly – as well as designing new SNNI
approaches from the start to make use of the GPU hardware are interesting new research directions.
Container builds. As pointed out in § 5.2, available SNNI implementations are often hard to
install, build, and execute. This is one of the reasons why new approaches are often compared to
numbers reported in prior publications instead of executing the (open-source) implementation in a
benchmarking environment (cf. § 6.4). A promising way to improve the situation is the approach
of [65] to package implementations in container formats such as Docker to make them readily available
for experimentation. This makes it easier for other researchers and developers to reuse and further
develop already proposed solutions. In addition, with the proposed unified API and ML framework
integration, this helps in enabling fair comparisons between SNNI solutions (cf. § 6.4). An automated
and unified way to reproduce results is an interesting research direction.

7.4 Evaluation of solution approaches (cf. § 6)

Improved comparisons. As described in § 6.4, the current practice of comparing different approaches
is limited. This should mature in the future, with authors performing more direct and fair empirical
comparisons, running multiple competing solutions in the same system configuration. There is also a
need for papers whose main goal is to perform unbiased large-scale empirical comparative studies, to
develop a richer and more reliable understanding of the pros and cons of the different SNNI approaches
in various situations.
More varied benchmarks. As described in § 6.1, evaluation is currently limited to a few benchmarks,
typically using CNNs for image classification tasks. To obtain more meaningful results, experiments
with a larger variety of ML tasks, NN architectures, and datasets are needed. Domains other than
image classification should be explored, as well as NN types other than CNNs. For example, the
application of SNNI to transformers is an interesting research direction.
Realistic technical setup. § 6.2 described the typical technical setup used in the evaluation
of SNNI approaches, which might be very different from a real-world setup. Experiments with
resource-constrained clients, with servers serving many different clients etc. should also be performed.
Metrics beyond efficiency. As described in § 6.3, evaluation is currently mostly focused on efficiency.
However, the practicality of an approach also depends on many other aspects that should also be
evaluated and quantified as much as possible. Metrics to be considered include energy consumption,
memory demand, security, privacy, and usability. Only by considering an extensive mix of metrics can
we obtain a realistic assessment of the practical applicability of SNNI approaches.

8 Conclusions

We gave an overview of recent developments in the field of secure neural network inference. Although the
page limit did not allow us to present each relevant paper in detail, we reviewed the main characteristics
of SNNI approaches, the main solution techniques, implementation issues, and evaluation practices.
Through the intensive work of the last couple of years, SNNI has made large progress towards becoming
practical. The most recent approaches make secure inference fast at least for small to medium-sized NNs
with execution times in the order of seconds and communication overhead in the order of megabytes.
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Nevertheless, several challenges remain, for example, in terms of ease of use and integration into
existing machine learning pipelines. Thus, we expect sustained further research interest in this field
for the coming years.
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